Enhancing SD-WAN with Replify
SD-WAN Overview
Current enterprise WANs are complex and expensive
to manage and maintain, and remote sites and
branch offices often suffer due to delays, high provisioning costs and failures due to complexity.
Software Defined WAN (SD-WAN) presents an excellent opportunity for organisations to simplify their
network administration across multiple remote
locations. Migration to the cloud is a well-advanced
and irreversible trend with most of the original
objections and resistance overcome.
Organisations are also taking full advantage of XaaS
for the standard corporate IT services and ERP, using
such offerings as Office 365 and Salesforce to simplify
their software requirements, reduce CapEx and
centralise configuration.

NFV
Network function virtualisation simplifies the
deployment and management headaches of
various functions such as firewalls, routing, VPN
and optimisation. The virtualisation of these
functions frees them from special purpose
hardware of the past and allows the movement,
configuration and redeployment of functionality
around the organisation’s network, cloud and
data centres.
Replify is already containerised to fit with the
latest trends in virtualisation and can be
deployed and configured invisibly and automatically to accelerate traffic to/from key applications
while reducing potentially high data transport
costs on wireless and satellite links, and minimising the cloud data tariffs common to almost all
cloud data storage services.

Those in remote sites often do not have direct access
to all these critical applications because their traffic is
backhauled through HQ, making them one step
removed and hence more likely to experience the
effects of latency.
Likewise, organisations are realising the value of
centralising their critical internal services. The advantages in terms of administration, operations and
maintenance come at the price of forcing WAN
access on the branch users.
Embracing SD-WAN now gives organisations the
opportunity to centralise the management, location
and deployment of their network devices so that
they can enjoy all the benefits that came with
centralising services and/or moving application
servers to the cloud without suffering the downside
of more complex network configurations and
degraded performance and user-satisfaction.
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Enhancing SD-WAN with Replify
We understand the challenges and have developed the
key capabilities to address them:

Virtualisation and WAN Optimisation
SD-WANs aim to address all of these issues
above plus gain additional benefits such as
high availability. Easy deployment of WAN
virtualisation, and CPE upgrades without
truck rolls can deliver an almost magical
“better service at lower cost”.

Footprint

Replify has long foreseen the deployment of
virtualised network functions on commodity
computing platforms. Traditionally, an organisation that relied on a WAN link for provision
of services to employees would require a
physical device (for example, a Riverbed
Steelhead) at each end of the link, operating
in-line to provide optimisation. Towards the
end of the last decade, organisations were
thoroughly embracing the possibilities of
virtualisation for their core services, taking
advantage of services such as Citrix Xen,
VMWare and Hyper-V.

Replify’s Intelligent Caching Engine (ICE) is the most
resource efficient de-duplication on the market today. We
match the offload of the market-leaders, and do it in a
smaller RAM and CPU footprint.
Visibility
It is important that when WAN optimisation is introduced
that the tunnelled traffic doesn't become a black-box.
Replify ensures that each tunnelled connection can be
easily inspected to determine the original socket details.
Security
Replify uses TLSv1.2 when tunnelling secure traffic, and
can optionally be enabled to use TLS 1.2 for all traffic, even
when the target server does not use SSL.

In 2009, Replify anticipated the market for
network function virtualisation and released
the first version of their fully software-based
WAN optimisation, available as a virtual
machine and software client. The lack of need
for specialist hardware, coupled with a highly
performant optimization engine, greatly
reduced the traditionally high cost of WAN
optimisation solutions.

Configurability

Today Replify’s technology is ready to be
exploited by SDN providers including
SD-WAN vendors and those wishing to implement an SD-WAN environment.

Replify has off the shelf clients for Windows, Ubuntu and
Android and server products for Debian Linux. Both client
and server have been easily ported to many other platforms such as CentOS, Raspbian, OpenWRT and FreeBSD.

Replify Benefits

Why not contact us on sales@replify.com to see how we
can help with your SD-WAN ?

A comprehensive REST API allows for easy-integration into
existing management systems. Almost all functionality is
exposed through the API, including details statistics,
defining new application servers, and changing configuration values on the fly.
Platform Flexibility

With Replify's pure software-based heritage,
adding WAN optimisation as a virtual function
to your SD-WAN solution couldn't be easier.
Replify has long been focused on OEM partners with a proven process for engaging their
development teams to enable easy integration into existing solutions. Comprehensive
APIs, a wide range of packaging options, and
mechanisms to enable visibility of tunnelled
optimised traffic mean Replify is the only
logical choice when it comes to SD-WAN
optimisation.
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